


SCOOP THAT POOP

youtu.be/AlNCrHhHEA4

https://youtu.be/AlNCrHhHEA4


10 REASONS 
TO SCOOP 
THAT POOP



DOG WASTE IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANT. According to estimates by the 
Environmental Protection Agency, two or three days worth of droppings from a 
population of about 100 dogs can contribute enough bacteria to temporarily close a 
bay and all watershed areas within 20 miles to swimming and shell fishing.
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PET BYPRODUCTS CAN HARM YOUR HEALTH. Many don’t realize it, but dog waste often 
carries parasites and bacteria that can be transmitted directly to humans and make them sick.2



CONTAMINATED WASTE CAN MAKE DOGS SICK, TOO. When pets become 
sick, contagions are typically passed through their deposits and into the 
yard. The longer infected dog waste stays on the ground, the greater a 
contamination becomes. When this waste is not picked up, pets have a 
high risk of catching infections over and over again.
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IT DOESN’T JUST DISAPPEAR. Bacteria, worms and other parasites thrive 
in unattended waste, eventually breaking down into the soil and washing 
into the water supply. Roundworm, for example, is one of the most 
common parasites found in dog doo and it can remain infectious in 
contaminated soil and water for years.
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RODENTS LOVE PET WASTE. Dog poop can be a common food source for 
rats and other rodents in developed areas. An unwanted neighbor in any 
community, the presence of rodents can decrease the property values of 
all nearby homes and presents a host of additional health concerns to 
residents themselves.
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https://doodycalls.com/stop-your-dog-from-eating-poop/


DOG WASTE IS FAR FROM FERTILIZER. Unlike herbivores, a dog’s diet is 
made up of mostly animal products, making their waste unsuitable for soil 
enrichment. Leaving pet waste on the ground or concentrating it in one 
specific area of the yard can have a detrimental effect on soil quality.
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MOWING OVER DOGGIE DEPOSITS DOES NOT SOLVE THE 
PROBLEM. Running doggie deposits over with a lawn mower may seem 
like the perfect doo doo disappearing act, but just because you can’t see 
the waste anymore doesn’t mean it’s not there.
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CHILDREN ARE AT RISK. Children at play don’t often wash their hands and 
most do not realize the potential hazards of coming into contact with 
waste that has been left on the ground. The bacteria and parasites found 
in dog droppings are most commonly passed to humans by touch.
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AN UNSIGHTLY MESS. Nothing ruins soft green grasses like little brown 
presents covering the yard.9



LESS MESS, LESS STRESS. The more frequently you scoop the yard, the 
easier it is to stay on top of the aforementioned pet waste problems.10



LET'S HAVE A LITTLE FUN AND ROCK OUT 

WHILE WE SCOOP THAT POOP!

youtu.be/Ou2I2BqHMwg

https://youtu.be/Ou2I2BqHMwg

